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div I have a div with a background-image.
The background is rotated. The image is

33% of width of the body. The image is on
top of everything that is normally below it.

How can I make it so that the image is at the
same height as the div? My tried solution so
far, gives me a completely different result.
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Cxworx CXworx is an American dance fitness
show broadcast on the Pabst Blue Ribbon

Late-night television network. It debuted on
September 22, 1984. The show became a

limited series in 1998, and ran for six
episodes. The series later received a second

series, which lasted eight more episodes.
The program was renamed to "â€�Corex,â€ť

and was renamed again when it was
cancelled. The show featured the dance
fitness classes: Body Pump (an aerobics

routine), Tabata (a form of interval training),
and Shout! (a contemporary dance

technique). History Pabst Blue Ribbon, and
its parent company, Franciscan Media,

sought a dance competition to help launch
the new cable channel Fuse. The network
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wanted to create a new program in which
dancers could get technical feedback and

competitive training on their dance moves.
Created by former Prime Time Emmy

winner, Ron Palillo, CXworx was produced by
the Walt Disney Motion Picture Group, and

ran on the newly formed Pabst Blue Ribbon.
It was set to air at 11:30 p.m. on Tuesday

nights. Initially the show hosted only
aerobics, Tabata and contemporary dance

classes, but an expansion of the dance
fitness classes was added. CXworx was a big
success with the audience, and sold a large
number of the dance fitness classes. Within
its first week, CXworx was close to #1 in the

number of viewers. In June 1998, CXworx
was picked up for a second season. It was
renamed Corex, and included the dance
fitness classes: Body Pump, Tabata and

Shout!. The new Corex, premiered on August
27, 1998. On October 10, 1998, CXworx was
cancelled due to low ratings. Its cancellation

was unexpected, but Franciscan Media
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wanted the dance classes to be offered to
other outlets. On January 10, 1999, CXworx

was picked up for a six-episode limited
series. The show, rebranded as “Corex”,

debuted on April 28, 1999, just under one
year after the series was cancelled. The

series aired on Tuesdays at 11:00 p.m. The
show’s final episode aired on May 5, 1999,
the same night of the launch of Wheel of

Fortune. References 6d1f23a050
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